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The State of N.D.’s IT Industry
North Dakota’s information technology (IT) industry signiﬁcantly contributes to the
growth and economic development of the state. The impact of the IT industry is felt
in virtually every sector of North Dakota’s economy, including agriculture, education,
ﬁnance, health care and manufacturing.
The Information Technology Council of North Dakota, along with the other North
Dakota IT industry stakeholders listed below, is pleased to provide a compilation of
information on the state’s IT industry. This project is a unique opportunity to present
a review and assessment of the industry by presenting information on infrastructure,
trends, workforce and economic impact on the state.
The State of the IT Industry Guide will be a valuable vehicle for informing the community, outside partners in private and public sectors, and potential business prospects
about opportunities within North Dakota’s IT industry.
We hope this will be an important resource for you and your business.

Gary Inman, President
Information Technology Council of North Dakota
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T

his report reviews and assesses North
Dakota’s competitive position in information
technology (IT) on a regional and national level and
quantiﬁes the IT industry’s growing contribution to
North Dakota’s robust economy.
This assessment outlines key elements of the
IT industry within the state – its infrastructure,
workforce and overall economic impact. It provides a
review of national trends impacting the IT landscape
within the state, as well as the IT industry’s strengths
and weaknesses. The report points to potential
opportunities based on these ﬁndings. It also provides
insight on the impact the industry and associated skill
sets have on businesses and industries statewide.
Because of the diverse nature of the IT industry,
analysis requires an approach that accounts for ITs
numerous applications. A review of the end users of IT
products and services was used to help characterize the
unique aspects of the industry. In an effort to address
the diversity of the IT sector, this report uses the North
American Industry Classiﬁcation System (NAICS)
to identify the industries considered part of the IT
industry.

ND

Table 1: North Dakota Information Technology
Industry and Associated Sub-sectors
IT Equipment
Semiconductor and Electronic Equipment
(333295, 334411, 334412, 334413, 334414,
334415, 334416, 334417, 334418, 334419)
Communications and Media Equipment
(334210, 334220, 33490, 335921, 335929)
Media Recording Equipment
(334310, 334611, 334612, 334613)
Computer and Peripheral Equipment
(334111, 334112, 334113, 334119)

The information technology industry sector is
comprised of the following eight sub-sectors:
• Semiconductor and Electronic Equipment
• Communications and Media Equipment
• Media Recording Equipment
• Computer and Peripheral Equipment
• Media Services
• Communications and Network Services
• Software and Computer Services
• Internet and Data Services
While this report focuses on the businesses
that are involved in the IT industry, more than 90
percent of IT workers are employed outside the IT
industry in industries such as agriculture, health care,
manufacturing and ﬁnancial services. This magniﬁes
the impact the industry and its associated skill sets
have on the economy of North Dakota.

IT Services
Media Services
(515111, 515112, 515120, 515210)
Communications and Network Services
(517110, 517211, 517212, 517310, 517410,
517510, 517910)
Software and Computer Services
(511210, 541511, 541512, 541513, 541519)
Internet and Data Services
(516110, 518111, 518112, 518210)
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T

he IT industry contributes signiﬁcantly to the overall growth and economic prosperity of the state. The
industry generates jobs and income and tax revenues for both local and state governments. The industry
plays a key role in enhancing the productivity growth in many businesses and industries such as agriculture, health
care, manufacturing and ﬁnancial services. This magniﬁes the industry’s impact on North Dakota’s economy.
While the industry provides a signiﬁcant economic impact to North Dakota, it also plays a large part in helping
other industries throughout the state achieve their missions. Almost every element of modern economic progress
is powered, supported or driven by IT and its convergence with other technological advances. There are other
critical elements that speak directly to the impact that the IT industry has within the state.
• IT businesses are knowledge-based and create a signiﬁcant number of high-paying jobs in North Dakota.
• Although the industry has seen an overall decrease in jobs, it has seen a higher-than-average increase in wages.
• In spite of an overall decrease in jobs, there is increased demand for workers skilled in creating and developing IT
across all sectors of North Dakota’s economy. The uses of IT are growing faster than the number of individuals with
the knowledge and skills required utilizing the technology.
• The IT industry is viewed as a primary sector industry helping to bring outside dollars into the state.
The North Dakota government has worked aggressively to be business friendly. It provides signiﬁcant support in
marketing and ﬁnancially assisting IT and other industries in the state. This support positively impacts start-ups
and expanding businesses and helps ease the burdens of capital expenditures, training and continued growth and
expansion.
While confronted with a geographically large area and a disbursed and often rural population, the state
government, its partners and private businesses have worked diligently to provide the best in connectivity to
business, government and private citizens, regardless of their location. These partners in progress have made
extensive investments for the provision of affordable, reliable and redundant connectivity.
While renowned for its work ethic and educational attainment, North Dakota and its educational partners
– both public and private – have made a concerted effort to continue providing the best training and education to
meet the needs of North Dakota’s industries and citizens. While confronted with a labor shortage, the state works
to provide the best-trained workforce available to help grow the robust economy in which North Dakota prides
itself.
Ever conscious of national and global trends, North Dakota businesses and government are at the forefront
of several emerging technologies. The state strives to maintain a healthy balance of cutting-edge research and
development and plain old-fashioned hard work. This approach is paying off with the identiﬁcation of several
North Dakota communities as “best places to do business.”
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DCN Enhances ‘SPEED
Service for Customers

OF LIGHT’

New POP in Fargo available for co-location
A lot has happened to Dakota Carrier Network since
the long-haul ﬁber optic data communication system
was brought on line in 1997... and just about all of it has
been good for the company and great for its customers.
In 2006 the company opened a Point Of Presence
(POP) in south Fargo with a ‘hardened’ equipment
room designed to withstand a Force 3 tornado with
winds up to 200 miles per hour. Serving as a main node
for direct access to DCN’s ﬁber optic SONET ring, the
Fargo POP has enhanced the company’s reputation
for quality, reliability, and delivery of reliable network
services – but now customers can co-locate their servers and software in the POP’s equipment room for even
more convenience and
24-hour access.
“Our building
is the ﬁrst on an
11-acre campus
that can accommodate additional
buildings for our
customers who
want to be directly
connected to the
DCN backbone
network,” says
Evan Hass, general
manager, from his
ofﬁce in the $2
million headquarters facility. “With
a 350-kilowatt
diesel generator
and complete battery backup system, we’ve taken every
available precaution in preventing our customers from
experiencing any downtime. They just can’t afford it,
and neither can we.”
So far, DCN has provided network services without interruption for more than the 99.999 percent availability
that is the industry standard, and in conjunction with
the Network Operations Center (NOC) in Bismarck,
DCN has every intention of continuing that service
record with the new POP.
“Our customers tell us they love the single point of
contact we provide for them to access high-speed, network communications all over the U.S. and the world,”

Hass says. “They are also working directly with our technicians as we upgrade our network with Dense Wave
Division Multiplexing (DWDM) technology which increases our capacity by 300 times. Recently, DCN added
Resilient Packet Ring (RPR) technology to create Carrier
Ethernet services for even greater efﬁciency and reliability of service for our customers.”
The company has advanced the offering of more
services (such as data switching, Internet gateway access,
ﬁrewalls and Internet Protocol) for the growing beneﬁt
of its customers, helping to keep clients like the State of
North Dakota, Blue Cross Blue Shield, and many ﬁnancial service ﬁrms competitive in a global economy.
Dakota Carrier Network
has also created a secured,
private network on its
SONET ring backbone
for a bio-terrorism wide
area network (BTWAN)
that connects all the state’s
hospitals and medical facilities for real-time video
to use in emergencies and
for training.
“It’s the dedication of
our 15 full-time employees and the 800 employees
of our 15 owner companies that ultimately make
the difference in providing
a positive experience for customers,” says Hass. “They
are the people who deliver the value that state-of-the-art
technology can provide when it is created and installed
in a timely fashion for the ultimate beneﬁt of North
Dakota.”
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N.D.�Information
Techno
nology
C O N N E C T E D
H

network provides broadband Internet access to North
arnessing the power and versatility of the
Dakota. This network provides connectivity to over 250
Internet has become a priority in North Dakota.
communities in North Dakota. In addition, the network
That effort is dependent on a reliable broadband
has direct connectivity to South Dakota, Montana,
infrastructure to urban and rural areas alike. Today’s
Minnesota and Canada.
challenge is providing a reliable, affordable and highspeed broadband “pipeline” to all
Coupled with the North
Internet consumers in their homes
The state government and its
Dakota Statewide Technology
and businesses. To that end, the
partners aim to provide reliable,
Access for Government and
state government and its primary
robust connectivity to business,
Education network (STAGEnet),
technology partner, the Dakota
government and education
the state government and its
Carrier Network (DCN), have
throughout
the
state.
partners aim to provide reliable,
worked diligently to address that
robust connectivity to business,
priority.
government and education
throughout the state. STAGEnet provides broadband
The state government operates a 100 percent ﬁber
connectivity, Internet access, video conferencing and
optic communications network linking all regions of
other networking services. All state agencies, colleges
North Dakota. The 1,460-mile-long ﬁber optic facility
and
universities, local government and K-12 schools
is part of the existing independent local telephone
participate in STAGEnet.
company network. A synchronous optical network
ring is used for the basic network design. The state
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In addition, the Northern Tier Network is focusing
Independent telephone companies within the
on overcoming the lack of optical connections to the
state, including members of North Dakota telephone
advanced networking capabilities of Internet2 and
cooperatives, provide additional muscle to the growing
the emerging National Lambda Rail. This network,
capacity by providing high-speed broadband Internet
when completed, will signiﬁcantly increase the region’s
to virtually every community in the state. Combined
competitiveness and promote
with other service providers,
economic development by
they deliver broadband
North
Dakota
is
one
of
the
ﬁrst
linking the University of North
connectivity to 75 percent of the
states in the nation to implement
Dakota, North Dakota State
population. Through extensive
a planned BioTerrorism Wide Area
University and other institutions
investments of time and capital,
and businesses in North Dakota
these companies continue to
Network.
to the next generation network
upgrade services in the state by
infrastructure. By providing a
installing digital switching, ﬁber
connection several times better than currently available in
optics and developing local networks to provide digital
North Dakota, the Northern Tier Network will improve
subscriber line (DSL) and other high-speed connectivity
the region’s ability to compete for research funding and
to residents throughout North Dakota.
business collaborations.
In addition to the state’s robust network, private
providers provide cable, enhanced or DSL, satellite
technology, terrestrial (or ﬁxed) wireless technologies
and others. Major telecommunications companies
provide hardwire connectivity at speeds ranging
from DS-1 to OC-192 through a failure-resistant
telecommunications network.
Regional cable companies are providing additional
bandwidth with the inclusion of DSL and T1 offerings to
many regions of the state.
Wireless providers serve virtually every population
center in the state, providing access to approximately 75
percent of the population, bringing high-speed Internet
access without the need for hard wire connectivity.
National cell phone providers provide another level
of ubiquitous connectivity, with both voice and data
capabilities, within the state for their mobile customers.

CONNECTIVITY WHEN IT COUNTS
In the event of a terrorist threat, disease outbreak or
natural disaster, North Dakota is ready to broadcast
emergency information to 41 strategic locations within
the state, primarily hospitals. North Dakota is one of
the ﬁrst states to implement a planned network of this
kind. The BioTerrorism Wide Area Network (BTWAN)
represents the most sophisticated high-speed broadband
network for emergency responses using the ﬁber optic
system operated by DCN. The network provides face-toface communication among different entities involved in
disaster relief, including the state health department and
area medical centers.
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North�Dakota�
�� �IT�Workforce
Meeting the Demand
C

urrently, North Dakota ﬁrms are highly
competitive in the development and deployment
of information technologies. The application of
information technologies is an important source of
improved performance throughout the manufacturing
and service sectors of the economy. North Dakota’s
economy is robust with many businesses opening and
expanding, the unemployment rate is low and the labor
force participation rate is high. However, there is concern
that this growth could stress the quantity and quality of
the workforce needed to support this increasing demand.
There is no question of the increasing demand for
workers skilled in creating and developing IT across
all sectors of the state’s economy. The uses of IT are
growing faster than the number of individuals with the
knowledge and skills required to utilize the technology.
Competition for workers with very specialized skills
(for developing and adapting IT) is intense. The Labor
Market Information Center at Job Service North Dakota
quantiﬁes this through its long-range industry and
occupational projections. Its report “North Dakota
Employment Projections 2004 – 2014,” shows that seven
of the top 25 fastest-growing occupations are IT-related.

The state government and its educational partners have
been aggressive in addressing this concern and working to
meet the growing demand for skilled workers across the
state in virtually all industry sectors, including IT. With
strong leadership provided through the North Dakota
University System, the state is providing high-quality
education and skills training to meet the growing demand
in the IT industry sector. Through its North Dakota
Workforce Training program with regional ofﬁces across
North Dakota, the University System provides customized
training that is cost-effective, timely and aimed at meeting
the needs of business and industry. Job Service North
Dakota is also integrally involved in addressing workforce
skills training and education. With the state government,
Job Service North Dakota provides matching funds to
help business and industry meet the growing demand for
upgraded skills and technology training.

Workforce�20/20

The Workforce 20/20 program assists North Dakota
businesses in upgrading and retraining workers’ skills to
meet demands of new technologies and work methods.
This state-funded cost-sharing training program
was designed to ﬁll gaps left by
federally funded training programs
Table 2. Seven “Fastest-Growing” IT Occupations
that generally target long-term
in N.D. through 2014 (projected)
unemployed and/or dislocated
% growth
workers and other disadvantaged
Occupation/Job Title
2004-2014
groups. This funding assistance
is available to businesses to offset
Computer Software Engineers, Applications
41.1
training costs for current workers
Computer Software Engineers, Systems Software
41.1
and new employees. Expanding
Management Analysts
31.6
businesses or those new to the state
Database Administrators
30.6
are also eligible. Other businesses
Computer-Controlled Machine Tool Operators
30.2
are eligible when implementing new
Network and Computer Systems Administrators
27.7
industry technologies or production
Computer Systems Analysts
26.1
methods. Workforce 20/20 provides
Source: Job Service North Dakota
direct reimbursements to businesses.
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North�Dakota�New�
Jobs�Training�Program
The North Dakota New Jobs Training Program provides
incentives to businesses that are creating new employment
opportunities through business expansion and relocation
to North Dakota. The program provides primary sector
businesses with no-cost funding to help offset the training
of new employees.

that it poses a strategic threat to many organizations and
could put stress on North Dakota’s economic growth.
Valley City State University (VCSU) offers a new
solution that can help remedy this problem. VCSU formed
a new business unit, the Institute for Customized Business
Solutions (ICBS), to help North Dakota businesses
substantially reduce the cost of the IT workforce, or
increase the number or quality of the state’s IT workforce.

Ken Brooks, director of the new business unit, says a key
The North Dakota New Jobs Training Program provides
beneﬁt of the ICBS is that it enables business relocation
for the capture of the state income tax withholding
or expansion into North Dakota. “The ICBS operates
generated from the new job positions that are created.
by partnering with companies to select, customize and
Under the North Dakota New Jobs Training Program,
deliver high-end, specialized IT training,” Brooks says.
businesses obtain funds in the form of a loan, a repayable
We did this with Eagle Creek Software and also helped
grant or under a
staff a new development and
self-ﬁnancing option.
service center in Valley City
The ICBS operates by partnering
The loan can be
with employees skilled in the
with companies to select, customize
obtained from a
demanding requirements
and deliver high-end, specialized IT
commercial lender,
of customer relationship
training.
local development
management (CRM) software.
corporation, Bank of
So far, we have trained more
North Dakota or other
than 80 employees for Eagle Creek, and the company is
qualiﬁed lenders. The loan or grant plus interest is repaid
planning on ultimately stafﬁng its development center
through the state income tax withholding generated from
with more than 200 employees.”
the new job positions created.
Under the self-ﬁnancing option, 60 percent of the
allowable state income tax withholding can be reimbursed
directly to the businesses. State income tax withholding
from new positions created can be captured for up to 10
years or until the loan or self-ﬁnancing option is repaid,
whichever comes ﬁrst.
These programs, in conjunction with advanced and
often customized training from the North Dakota
University System and regional workforce training ofﬁces,
provide IT-using businesses a leg up in meeting critical
skills training and upgrading. Coupled with educated,
hardworking and motivated employees, these programs
offer North Dakota’s IT businesses a competitive
advantage in the global economy.

Brooks is enthusiastic about the model on which the
ICBS is based. “The shortage of high-end, enterprise
software employees is a problem that is faced throughout
North Dakota, and even the country. Our partnership
with Eagle Creek proves that the model works, but the
beauty is that it can be replicated for any company, for any
town or any university. The key is for businesses, higher
education and communities to form partnerships, and I
fully expect to see many more of these relationships being
formed to solve these kinds of problems.”

ICBS�Forms�
Partnerships�To�
Solve�Business�
Problems
In the IT industry, ﬁnding employees who have the
ability to handle large, complex enterprise applications
has always been a challenge. But recently, the shortage of
these high-value employees has become so pronounced
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North Dakota –

Comparatively�Speaking

H

ow North Dakota compares with its neighboring states, including South Dakota, Montana
and Minnesota, can be assessed by how its communities
are ranked compared to similar-sized communities in the
nation by using business metric standards. Inc., magazine prepares the “Best Cities for Doing Business” ranking through the identiﬁcation of job creation and other
signs of business vitality. It’s report suggests that big cities
are idling, and the real entrepreneurial hot spots are on
the periphery, where low costs and favorable regulatory
environments make it possible to thrive. Table 3 on page
11 shows how North Dakota and it’s surrounding states
rank in terms of Inc., magazine’s “Best Cities for Doing
Business.”
The Forbes magazine’s “Best Places For Business And
Careers” (small- and medium-sized metro) assesses
the cost of doing business, job growth and educational attainment in determining the best places for business. This
list shows a different take on what it takes to get business
done, with North Dakota ranking favorably compared
to similar measures developed by Inc., magazine. Table 4
shows that North Dakota has three communities in the
Top 100 with Fargo (#4), Bismarck (#5) and Grand Forks
(#30).
Overall, these rankings suggest that in small- to medium-sized metropolitan areas, North Dakota is at several
levels equal to or better than its neighbors. This does not
come without signiﬁcant work and investment on the
state and local level. North Dakota has made a concerted
effort in being business-friendly and doing business right.

North Dakota provides businesses numerous corporate
advantages including:

Tax Exemptions
• Up to ﬁve-year property tax exemption
• Sales and use tax exemptions for computer and
telecommunications equipment and interstate
commerce
• No personal property tax – which includes
equipment inventory, materials in process and
accounts receivable
• Five-year corporate tax exemption for new or
expanding businesses
• Wage, salary and research credits available

Financial Incentives
• Job training programs
• PACE program – interest buy-down program at
Bank of North Dakota
• Match program – some of the lowest interest rates
in the nation for “A” rated companies
• North Dakota Development Fund – gap ﬁnancing
loan and equity program
• One-stop job training assistance – both state and
federal programs available for businesses
• Workforce 20/20 – state-funded program for
training new technologies and processes
• North Dakota New Jobs Training Program – “no
cost” program utilizing employee withholding tax

Table 4: Forbes Best Places for Business and Careers (2005)
1
2
4
5
6
13
14
30
42

Sioux Falls, S.D.
Rochester, Minn.
Fargo, N.D.
Bismarck, N.D.
Rapid City, S.D.
Billings, Mont.
Missoula, Mont.
Grand Forks, N.D.
Duluth, Minn.
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Table 3: Inc. Magazine Ranking (2006)
26
29
33
47
53
67
77
78
83

Great Falls, Mont.
Billings, Mont.
Bismarck, N.D.
Missoula, Mont.
Sioux Falls, S.D.
Fargo, N.D.
Rapid City, S.D.
Grand Forks, N.D.
Rochester, Minn.

North Dakota’s economy is robust with many
businesses opening and expanding, low unemployment
rates and high labor force participation. However,
there is concern that this growth and increasing
demand could stress the quantity and quality of the
workforce needed to support the increasing demand.
The programs mentioned are making a difference in
the competitiveness of IT and other industries within
the state. Continued vigilance will be required to
capitalize on these and other initiatives provided, now
and in the future, by regional and state development
organizations.
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Emerging�Trends
Impacting the IT Industry
I

n today’s
economy,
IT is part
of the
foundation
of regional
and state
economic
progress. Almost
every element of
modern economic
progress is powered, supported or driven by IT and its
convergence with other technological
advances.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics suggests
that more than 90 percent of IT workers
are employed outside the IT industry.
This makes it necessary to have both
IT and complementary training in their
respective business sectors such as
agriculture, health care, manufacturing
or ﬁnancial services.

Because of the diverse nature of the IT industry, the high
level of competition and the rapid technological changes
and innovation that characterize the industry, it is increasingly imperative to identify national and global trends to
achieve strong positions in new and emerging technologies and applications in IT, industry and business. To that
end, state IT professionals shared their views of trends
that will increasingly impact their businesses and industries. These include:
• Access to a qualiﬁed workforce
• Anywhere, anytime connectivity
• Outsourcing and on-shoring
• Information security and data integrity
• Technology convergence
• Interactive and collaborative communications
• Food safety, traceability and tracking

�
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�Access�to�a�
�Qualiﬁed�
�Workforce
IT remains a critical aspect of
work in all industries and sectors, as
well as an industry of its own. However, North Dakota and the rest of the
country continue to suffer from a shortage of qualiﬁed IT workers with ﬂexible
and portable skills, who can readily adapt and
respond to ever-changing IT demands and processes. The state government and its educational partners
have been aggressive in addressing the growing demand
for skilled workers across North Dakota in virtually all industry sectors. Through workforce training programs and
support from the state government, Job Service North Dakota and state colleges and universities, a concerted effort
is being established to increase the number and quality of
the workforce in IT and related industries.

Anywhere,�Anytime�
Connectivity
Today, places develop competitive advantages based on
the ability to quickly mobilize the best people, resources
and capabilities. This is most effectively accomplished
through high-speed broadband networks. With the
growth of mobile computers, cellular and data technologies and the demand for pervasive access virtually anywhere, anytime – the market for continuous broadband
access is growing.
The state government has developed an extensive ﬁxed
IT infrastructure supported by private business concerns,
including rural telephone cooperatives and local and
regional service providers. Cable providers and telephone
providers are also offering DSL and other broadband applications to meet the appetite for increased connectivity.
National cellular phone companies have developed extensive networks within North Dakota to address the rapidly
growing needs of mobile users. Wireless providers such as
InvisiMax, IdeaOne and BTInet provide another level of
connectivity to meet the growing demands for pervasive
connectivity.

Outsourcing�and�On-shoring
The growth of key business operations outsourcing to
cut costs has traditionally been the forte of offshore business concerns that have been able to provide competitive
cost solutions through lower overhead and personnel
costs. Recent trends suggest that on-shoring, or accessing U.S.-based talent for these services is growing. Due
to a growing concern regarding data security, access and
language barriers, an increasing level of work previously
outsourced is coming back to the United States. North
Dakota businesses working to tap into this role reversal
include Laducer and Associates in Mandan and TechLink,
Inc. in Dickinson.

Changes�in�Business�
Processes
As businesses evolve and grow, the IT software and
hardware that drive them has changed as well. This has
transformed workﬂow and business processes internally
and externally. The move toward new operating environments and processes has driven businesses to “re-engineer” their businesses and workﬂow processes to accommodate change (be it growth, new business or otherwise).
The move toward integrated computer-based business
processes has provided opportunities and demand for
specialized services and high-reliability systems. Regional
ﬁrms such as TechWise Solutions, LLC, DFC Consultants
and Nexus Innovations have capitalized on this trend in
providing enhanced services to their clients.

Information�Security�and�
Data�Integrity
Security issues as they relate to personal or business
information are increasingly in the news. Because the reliance on data and information is central to business and
government functions, extremely serious consequences
stem from breaches in data security and integrity. Because
of the threat to both internal and external security, applications, services and equipment are designed to assure
data security and accuracy will experience increasing
demand.
These issues continually confront companies that are
developing software and applications, but the costs and
concerns are felt throughout the industry. Banking and
health care are especially vigilant. Securing critical and
sensitive health and ﬁnancial information that, if accessed
by the wrong party, creates a signiﬁcant liability. Businesses throughout the country are driven to develop extensive
ﬁrewalls to protect networks from malicious viruses,
hacking and spam. Costs related to the increased need for

security are high and a growing concern for business and
industry everywhere.

Technology�Convergence
The convergence of technologies is allowing businesses
to access and exchange data and information in ways that,
until recently, have not been available. This allows for
unique providers, such as telephone or cable companies,
to provide competing services such as data transmission
over cell phones and telephone services (VoIP) over the
Internet. These integrated services ultimately save time,
increase connectivity and reduce inconvenience. North
Dakota businesses capitalizing on this trend include Consolidated Telecom and Corporate Technologies.

Interactive�and�
Collaborative�
Communications
Video conferencing and associated information technologies help reduce the “friction of distance” and provide
for enhanced collaborative communications between
client and customer and disparate work groups located in
different communities. Applications like distance learning
and telemedicine are evidence of the merit of these technologies and point to a growing trend in business communications. Examples include the North Dakota University System, which uses video conferencing for extensive
distance learning applications and the North Dakota
Telepharmacy Project, which connects rural pharmacies,
staffed by pharmacy technicians, to pharmacists located in
central locations.

Food�Safety,�Traceability�
and�Tracking
Food safety and the demand for traceability and tracking of our food supply is a growing global trend. Led by
the European Union and EurepGap (food safety protocols), the opportunity for growth in this industry and the
potential impact it will have on North Dakota agricultural
producers is signiﬁcant.
Led by Alien Technology Corporation, a leading radio
frequency identiﬁcation tag company located in Fargo,
other businesses have developed IT-based businesses
exploiting this emerging technology. North Dakota-based
businesses including Packet Digital and Pedigree Technologies have developed applications that track, sense and
monitor produce and livestock through database management and advanced information technologies.
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NORTH�DAKOTA�IT�INDUSTRY�

DOLLARS and CENTS

�T

he IT industry in North Dakota creates jobs, but it also plays a critical role in enhancing the productivity
growth of many other industries within the state. Industries throughout North Dakota use information
technologies to create new products, track livestock and produce, provide health care and improve production
and marketing capabilities. A review of the “dollars and cents” of the industry suggests that the IT industry is an
“economic engine.”
In the ﬁgures outlined below, each sector of the North Dakota IT economy is depicted by a bubble corresponding
to the number of private-sector jobs in that sector. Larger bubbles indicate more jobs in North Dakota. Total
employment for the private sector IT industry in the state in 2005 was 9,500 - a 5.4 percent loss of 545 jobs since
2001. Average pay per job for the private sector IT industry in the state was $44,720, a growth of 12.5 percent
(inﬂation adjusted) over 2001.

Figure 1 plots the job growth rate in each sector horizontally along the X axis and average annual pay vertically
along the Y axis. Growing industries will appear toward the upper right quadrant of the graph. While most IT
sectors in North Dakota are at or above average annual pay in the state’s economy, only computer systems design
and related services (NAICS 5415) beat the state job growth rate in 2001-2005.
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Most IT sectors showed job loss during the 2001-2005 time period. The drop in total employment, which
mirrors national trends, is the result of a combination of factors including increased productivity, more
outsourcing and the inclusion of IT workers in other industries that have internalized IT functions.
Figure 2 depicts average pay growth (adjusted for inﬂation) from 2001 to 2005 along the vertical Y axis and job
growth along the horizontal X axis. Nearly every IT sector in the state saw substantial pay growth over the period,
led by the software publishing (NAICS 5112) and IT service industries. The IT services and the computer and
electronic manufacturing (NAICS 334) sectors saw both positive pay growth and positive job growth, indicating
that the technology services and high-tech manufacturing sectors are becoming increasingly important to North
Dakota’s economy.
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Figure 3 shows total aggregate pay in millions for each IT sector of the North Dakota economy, estimating the
direct impact of sector employment. North Dakota IT industries injected $424.8 million in pay into the state’s
economy in 2005, led by telecommunications ($94 million), computer and electronic product manufacturing ($86
million), software publishing ($85 million) and computer systems design and related services ($73 million).
Figure 3.
Aggregate
Pay for
the N.D. IT
Sector
(in millions)
(2005)
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Gross�State�Domestic�Product

A

state’s gross domestic product (GDP) is one of several measures of its economy. A state’s GDP is deﬁned
as the market value of all ﬁnal goods and services produced within the state in a given period of time.
It is also considered the sum of value added at every stage of production of all ﬁnal goods and services produced
within the state in a given period of time. This measure, or value, includes labor income (including the wages,
salaries and other beneﬁts earned by workers), business taxes (including federal excise, sales, property and other
taxes that can be included as a business expense) and capital income (including income earned by individual or
joint business entrepreneurs as well as corporations). It also includes depreciation and other income earned by
capital.
North Dakota’s IT industry contributed approximately $850 million in 2004 to the state’s GDP. Broadcasting
and telecommunications leads the sub-sectors, providing roughly $504 million to the total. Publishing, including
software, provides $206 million and information and data processing contributes $84 million (see Figure 4).
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Figure 5 indicates that in 2005, the average wage for the private sector IT industry has experienced a growth
of 12.5 percent from 2000-2005. The average wage in 2005 was $44,720 as compared to $31,303 in 2000.

Figure 4.
Gross Domestic
Product for the
North Dakota
IT Industry
(in millions)
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Figure 5.
North Dakota
IT wages,
2000-2005
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Economic�Impact�
Highlights
• Statewide total employment for the private sector IT industry in 2005 was
9,500. This was a 5.4 percent loss of 545 jobs since 2001. The drop in total
employment, which mirrors national trends, is the result of a combination of
factors including increased productivity, more outsourcing and the inclusion of
IT workers in other industries that have internalized IT functions.
• Most IT sectors in North Dakota have average or above-average annual pay;
average pay per job for the private sector IT industry in 2005 was $44,720, a
growth of 12.5 percent (inﬂation adjusted) over 2001.
• Nearly every IT sector in the state saw substantial pay growth from 2001-2005,
led by the software publishing (NAICS 5112) and IT service industries.
• The IT services and the computer and electronic manufacturing (NAICS 334)
sectors saw both positive pay and job growth from 2001-2005. During this
time period, computer systems design and related services (NAICS 5415) beat
the state job growth rate.
• North Dakota IT industries injected $424.8 million in pay into the state’s
economy in 2005, led by telecommunications ($94 million), computer and
electronic product manufacturing ($86 million), software publishing ($85
million) and computer systems design and related services ($73 million).
• The IT industry contributed approximately $850 million in 2004 to the state’s
GDP. Broadcasting and telecommunications led the sub-sectors providing
roughly $504 million to the total. Publishing, including software, provided
$206 million, and information and data processing contributed $84 million.
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Noridian Administrative Services, LLC
Noridian Administrative Services, LLC, based in Fargo, North Dakota, is a regional claims contractor for the
federal government’s Medicare program. NAS specializes in providing government agencies and private
businesses with high-quality administrative services, from call centers and document management to print
and mail operations.

A leading Medicare claims contractor
NAS began operating in 1966 as a division of Noridian Mutual Insurance
Company in Fargo. At that time its business operations consisted solely of
administering the federal Medicare program in one state. NAS now administers
Medicare programs in 14 western states, serving more than 125,000
health care providers and more than 5.4 million program beneficiaries.

Known for its strong work ethic and commitment to customer
service, NAS provides clients with the services they
demand so they don’t have to worry about investing
in complex equipment or hiring more employees to
handle the workload.

NAS employs more than 1,200 people at
15 office sites in 12 states. NAS satellite
offices are located in Arizona, Colorado,
Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Minnesota,
Montana, Oregon, Utah, Washington
and Wyoming.
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Information�Tec
of�North�Dakot
Aatrix Software, Inc.
AccuData Services, Inc.
Afﬁnity Global Solutions
Allegiance Software, Inc.
Applied Engineering, Inc.
AVI Systems
Baker Boy
Basin Electric Power Cooperative
BEK Communications
Border States Electric Supply
Bottineau County Economic
Development Corporation
Bowman County Development
Corporation
Cavalier County Job Development
Authority
CEO Praxis, Inc.
City of Dickinson
City of Fargo
Communications Unlimited, Inc.
Connecting Point Technology Center
Consolidated Telcom
Corporate Technologies, LLC
Cross Products, Inc.
Dakota Carrier Network
Dakota Central Telecommunications
DakTech Computers
DFC Consultants, Ltd.
Diamond Municipal Solutions
Dickey Rural Networks
Dickinson Public Schools
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Dunn County Job Development
Authority
Echo Sten-Tel, Inc.
Edu Tech
Enterprise Solutions, Inc.
FBS Data Systems
Flint Communications
Forward Devils Lake Corporation
Greater Fargo Moorhead Economic
Development Corporation
Greater Grand Forks Marketing Services
Partnership
Gruby Technologies, Inc.
Hatﬁeld, Wass & Associates Technical Services,
Inc.
Hettinger/Grant County Job
Development Authority
IdeaOne Telecom
iNet Technologies
InvisiMax
Jamestown/Stutsman Development
Corporation
Jason Anderson Consulting
Job Service North Dakota
Kadrmas, Lee & Jackson, Inc.
Kranzler Kingsley/K2 Interactive
Mandaree Enterprise Corporation
MDU Resources Group, Inc.
Microsoft Business Solutions
Minot State University
Montana-Dakota Utilities Company

chnology�Council�
ta�Membership�
Mpire Computers
National Information Solutions
Cooperative
Nexus Innovations, Inc.
Nodak Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Noridian Mutual Insurance Company
North Dakota Association of Counties
North Dakota Chamber of Commerce
North Dakota Department of Career
and Technical Education
North Dakota Department of Health,
Division of Health Facilities
North Dakota Information Technology
Department
North Dakota Rural Development
Council
North Dakota State University
North Dakota Telephone Company
North Dakota University System
North Dakota Workforce Safety
and Insurance
Northwest Communications
Cooperative
Phoenix International Corporation
Pioneer Mutual Life Insurance
Precision Diagnostic Services, Inc.
Renville County Job Development
Authority
Sioux Technology Group, LLC
Stark County Development Corporation
Sundog Interactive, Inc.

TechLink, Inc.
Techwise Solutions, LLC
Traill County Economic Development
Corporation
Traill County Technology Center
Tri W-G, Inc.
Uniband Enterprises
United Telephone Mutual Aid
Corporation
University of North Dakota
Valley City State University
Valley City-Barnes County Development
Corporation
Vision Technology
Walsh County Job Development
Authority
Webcom US Communications/Bis-Man
Wireless
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Professional Services:

~ Writing & Editing
~ Graphic Design
~ Public Relations
~ Association Management
~ Event Planning
~ Legislative Action
Clear Communication is Our Business
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701-355-4458

1605 East Capitol Avenue P.O. Box 2599 Bismarck, ND 58501

www.clearwatercommunications.net
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Sponsors

THANK�

In addition to the partner, platinum, diamond and gold sponsors featured
in publication ads, the following silver and bronze sponsors have helped to
make this publication possible:

YOU

Silver

Bronze

UNITED
T E L E P H O N E
M U T U A L
A I D
C O R P O R A T I O N
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2005-2006
ITCND�IT�Award�Winners
Outstanding Achievement in Business

Outstanding Achievement in Education

Innovative Business User of
Technology

Outstanding Achievement in Digital
Government

Entrepreneur Award

Legislative Award

2005 – DakTech Computers
Fargo, N.D.
2006 – Basin Electric Power
Cooperative
Bismarck, N.D.

2005 – Noridian Administrative
Services
Fargo, N.D.
2006 – RealTruck, Inc.
Jamestown, N.D.

2005 – Carol Rogne
DFC Consultants, Ltd.
2006 – Jason Anderson
Jason Anderson Consulting
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2005 – Lisa Feldner
Bismarck Public School District
2006 – Bonnie Neas
North Dakota University
System

2005 – Terry Dwelle
North Dakota Department
of Health
2006 – Pam Sharp
North Dakota Ofﬁce of
Management and Budget

2005 – Representative Ken Svedjan
District 17, Grand Forks, ND
2006 – No recipient

For additional information regarding the potential the information
technology industry of North Dakota has for you or your business,
please contact:
Information Technology
Council of North Dakota
PO Box 2599
Bismarck, ND 58502
Phone: 701-355-4458
www.itcnd.org

North Dakota Information
Technology Department
600 East Boulevard Avenue
Bismarck, ND 58505-0100
Phone: 800-837-9807
state.nd.us/itd/

Job Service North Dakota
PO Box 5507
Phone: 800-366-6888
www.jobsnd.com

North Dakota Department
of Commerce

Century Center
1600 East Century Avenue, Suite 2
Bismarck, ND 58503
Phone: 701-328-5300
www.ndcommerce.com
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY COUNCIL
OF NORTH DAKOTA

1605 E. Capitol Ave
P.O. Box 2599
Bismarck, ND 58502
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